
General rules 

1. Don’t be a dick 

2. Don’t do anything illegal  

3. The burden of proof is on the participants  

4. Challenges must be entirely completed during the event 

5. Anyone caught cheating can be disqualified and banned from future 

events 

6. If you have any questions don’t be afraid to ask me 

7. Try to have fun 

Items 

1. Find the Item 

2. Take picture of a teammate with item or bring item to me 

3. Pictures need to clearly show teammate and the item 

4. Post picture in the discord “item-submissions” text channel with 

a short description including team name and item number 

Construction 

1. Build the Item 

2. Take picture or video if needed of a teammate with item or bring 

item to me 

a. Constructions 1, 13, and 22 can just be submitted directly 

without a picture or video with teammate 

3. Pictures or video need to clearly show teammate and the item 

4. Post picture or video in the discord “construction-submissions” 

text channel with a short description including team name and 

construction number 

Tasks 

1.  Have a teammate complete the task 

2.  Submit enough proof of completion in the discord “task-

submissions” text channel with a short description including team 

name and task number 

a. Task 2 is completed by setting up a meeting with me so 

don’t worry about other teams knowing your plans 

b. Task 28 is completed by participating in the day 2: FAQ and 

does not need a submission  

3. Some Tasks will have some guidelines in the submission guideline 

page on the website to help with submissions and will be updated 

during the FAQ 

Competitions 

1. All competitions can be re entered as scores will be public 

2. Guidelines for each competition will be updated on the submission 

guideline page right after the FAQ. This may include a more 

detailed explanation on scoring for that Competition.  



Rockford Geese: 2020 Scavenger Hunt 

Items 

1. Postcard sent from another country (4pts) 

2. 1997 issue of Jugs (7pts) 

3. Used tear gas cannister (5pts) 

4. Newspaper of a presidential assassination or attempt (7pts) 

5. Nintendo 64 GameShark (9pts) 

6. E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial for Atari 2600 (6pts) 

7. Street sign with one of your last names on it (5pts) 

8. Paper back of Unsafe at Any Speed by Ralph Nader (4pts) 

9. Hodag statue (6pts) 

10. Goose (2pts) 

11. Tire swing (4pts) 

12. Buda statue (3pts) 

13. Physical Restaurant menu with no English on it (6pts) 

14. Phallic cloud (3pts) 

15. CVS $5.00 rewards receipt (5pts) 

16. Speed limit sign that does not end in a 5 or 0 (8pts) 

17. Mountain Dew Revolution (4pts) 

18. Ostrich (5pts) 

19. Rail car graffiti (6pts) 

20. Full sized military tank (15pts) 

21. Outdoor sign with the number 420 on it (2pts) 

22. Outdoor sign with the number 69 on it (2pts) 

23. Bestbuy vending machine (3pts) 

24. Statue of any United States President depicted Shirtless (5pts) 

25. One of your congresspersons that was elected (4pts) 

26. State border (2pts) 

27. Country border (5pts) 

28. The pick of destiny (3pts) 

29. Concrete deer (10pts) 

30. Non-religious stain glass window (11pts) 

31. Auction piddle paddle (2pts) 

32. Face mask :) (1pt) 

33. Taxidermy catfish (4pts) 

34. Satanic bible (5pts) 

35. Any Tesla vehicle (3pts) 

36. Chilly cheese burrito from Taco Bell (4pts) 

37. Misprinted coin (3pts)  

38. Yugo Automobile (10pts) 

39. Deer antler (2pts) 

40. Flag of a country that no longer exists excluding the confederacy 

(9pts) 

41. Blue Rickenbacker 4003 (11pts) 

42. Belt buckle pistol (7pts) 

43. Film reel of a movie with a theatrical release (15pts) 

44. Pogs (2pts) 



45. Useless street sign (5pts) 

46. Flame decals on a car (4pts) 

47. Paper Sears Catalog (6pts) 

48. ‘NSync doll (7pts) 

49. Squeaky gavel (2pts) 

50. Real life mascot (4pts) 

51. Electronic Mall Madness the board game (3pts) 

52. Dawson’s Creek lunchbox (5pts) 

53. Hawaii license plate (6pts) 

54. Woodchuck (4pts) 

55. Airline peanuts (2pts) 

56. Largest rubber band ball (7pts) 

57. Minor league baseball jersey (6pts) 

58. A Paul Bunyan statue (4pts) 

59. Your Local county seat building (3pts) 

60. American Girl doll (4pts) 

61. Lawn flamingo (2pts) 

62. International UFO Museum and Research Center (7pts) 

63. Unsliced pizza from Venezia’s (4pts) 

64. Cat cafe (3pts) 

65. Ketchup bottle water tower (3pts) 

66. The Boot Monument (6pts) 

67. Avocado toast (3pts) 

68. Penn Paper tower (4pts) 

69. Paper road map of Kansas (2pts) 

70. Slide ruler (3pts) 

71. Tandem bicycle (4pts) 

72. Blucifer (6pts) 

73. Cantaloupe on the vine (3pts) 

Competitions 

1. Most liked meme about the scavenger hunt (10pts first / 5pts 

second / 2pts third) 

2. Launching stuff competition. largest Weight times horizontal 

distance. Must have proof of measurements. Projectile must be in 

free fall at least 5ft above ground during flight. Launcher must 

be stationary, not use combustion, and be separate from the 

projectile (60pts first / 25pts second / 10pts third) 

3. Longest slip n slide. Teammate must be able to get from one side 

to the other without applying force once sliding has started. 

Measured as longest distance slid on slide (30pts first/ 15pts 

second/ 4pts third) 

4. Google minesweeper on hard. Shortest time wins (10pts first/ 5pts 

second/ 2pts third) 

5. Earn the most profit from a single day of hosting a lemonade 

stand. (30pts first/ 15 pts second/ 4pts third) 

6. Stone skipping. Most skips across a water’s surface wins (10pts 

first / 5pts second / 2pts third) 



7. Score a field goal with a football from the longest distance away 

from the goal (20pts first / 10pts second / 5pts third) 

8. Win the most expensive prize from a radio contest (15pts first / 

8pts second / 3pts third) 

9. Find the oldest tombstone (8pts first / 4pts second / 2pts third) 

10. Catch the most coins off your elbow. (6pts first / 3pts second / 

1pt third)  

11. Run the fastest mile. (10pts first / 5pts second / 3pts third) 

12. Walk the most dogs around the block at once (12pts first / 8pts 

second / 4pts third) 

13. Write the funniest 100 pages or more screen play of a sequel to a 

movie. Sorry this one is subjective, but I guess try to betray the 

spirit of the first movie while maintaining some form of a plot. 

Recommended casting list can be included. (40pts first / 25pts 

second / 15pts third) 

14. Farthest paper airplane thrown distance. Longest horizontal 

distance of a single piece of paper thrown by a human hand. Yes, 

it can be thrown outside. No, you can not use fans. Yes, this can 

count for competition 2, but I feel like that will not win you any 

points. (8pts first / 4pts second / 2pts third) 

 

Constructions 

1. Team Logo. Must be original (3pts) 

2. Team Shirts. Must have team logo on each one. Must be matching 

(5pts) 

3. Team picture (10pts) 

4. Recreate your favorite meme with at least one teammate (3pts) 

5. Diorama of trump’s church photo-op in the middle of the June 2020 

protests (6pts) 

6. Create a scale Model of your local town hall. Include scale 

(13pts) 

7. Unboxing video (3pts) 

8. Make an instruction manual for riding a bike (4pts text/ 4pts 

pictures) 

9. Recreate the Pepe Silvia board from It’s Always Sunny in 

Philadelphia (4pts) 

10. Scrap book your scavenger hunt (5pts) 

11. Any sculpture made by spencer from Icarly (10pts) 

12. Life hack video that is not actually a life hack (7pts) 

13. Original riddle (4pts) 

14. Team patch (3pts) 

15. Spaghetti tacos (4pts)  

16. Team flag (6pts) 

17. 8 story house of cards (10pts) 

18. Pillow fort that you can fit in (6pts) 



19. Paint your favorite fast food item on a canvas no larger than 6” 

by 6” (7pts) 

20. An original style Mr. Potatohead (4pts) 

21. Mechanical iris (8pts) 

22. Make a music playlist for your scavenger hunt (2pts)  

23. Bake an erotic cake (7pts) 

24. Robot that swears at you whenever you get close to it (10pts) 

25. Eels and escalators board game (6pts) 

Tasks 

1. Reenact bridge scene from Monty Python and the Holy Grail (15pts 

acting / 5pts attire / 5pts bridge) 

2. Present plans for your scavenger hunt performance including point 

and time estimates (15pts / 5pts extra for professionalism) 

3. Smash a printer office space style (8pts) 

4. Score a 292 in 10 pin bowling (20pts) 

5. Transfer a Pokemon from a Gameboy advance game to a Nintendo 

switch game (14pts) 

6. Eat a Carolina reaper (6pts) 

7. Have an op-ed published in your local paper (10pts) 

8. Go Christmas caroling(8pts) 

9. Perform a song as a mariachi band (15pts) 

10. Believably swap the subtitles of a TV-G scene with a TV-MA scene 

(6pts) 

11. Go through a Boring Company tunnel (6pts) 

12. Have your call broadcast on C-span (10pts) 

13. Score a high score at an arcade (9pts) 

14. Destroy a concrete deer [legally] (20pts) 

15. Make your own soap (6pts) 

16. Watch episode 201 of southpark (5pts) 

17. Earn at least $2 dollars or equivalent doing a street performance 

which could be dancing, playing music, etc… (9pts) 

18. Pull a sick donut (5pts) 

19. Replicate an old photo of your parents with yourself instead 

(6pts) 

20. Get ice cream from an ice cream truck (4pts) 

21. Submit a FOIA request (7pts) 

22. Collect a dollar’s worth of change from a public fountain or well 

(6pts) 

23. Play the penis game in a park (8pts/ 2pts for people staring at 

you) 

24. Play a duet of heart and soul on piano (12 pts) 

25. Throw a boomerang and catch said boomerang without running after 

it (6pts) 

26. Get a Winner Winner Chicken Dinner in solo Players Unknown 

Battlegrounds (10pts) 

27. Successfully chug beer from a full Das Boot (5pts) 

28. Participate in the scavenger hunt Day 2: FAQ (6pts) 



29. Perform an ollie (5pts) 

30. Write a 200-word or more summary of the plot of your favorite 

movie or book without using any proper nouns (8pts) 

31. Make the Perfect egg bite from Joe Pera Talks With You (3pts) 

32. Perform a bedroom cover of a weird al song (10pts) 

 

 


